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surface of the piezoelectric actuator,
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Helmholtz chamber is formed.
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Figure 2. An Audio Response is shown for a piezoelectric-audio-device sound-pressure level measured
at 1 cm without any sound enclosure using ±14 V.
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The figure depicts a solar photo-
voltaic power station in which ultraca-
pacitors, rather than batteries, are used
to store energy. Developments in the
semiconductor industry have reduced
the cost and increased the attainable ef-
ficiency of commercially available pho-
tovoltaic panels; as a result, photo-
voltaic generation of power for diverse
applications has become practical. Pho-
tovoltaic generation can provide elec-
tric power in remote locations where
electric power would otherwise not be
available. Photovoltaic generation can
also afford independence from utility
systems. Applications include supplying
power to scientific instruments and
medical equipment in isolated geo-
graphical regions.
The reasons for choosing ultracapaci-
tors instead of batteries in this power sta-
tion are the following:
• Batteries are not particularly suitable
for storing energy generated in photo-
voltaic power systems. Batteries must
be kept adequately charged, and are
not permitted to be completely dis-
charged. The variability of available
sunlight makes it difficult to satisfy this
requirement.
• Batteries must be sized to accommo-
date peak load currents, which are usu-
ally much greater than average load
currents.
• Batteries have rather short cycle lives
and their internal chemical reactions
cause deterioration over time.
• Batteries perform poorly at low tem-
peratures.
• Ultracapacitors make it possible to
overcome most of the aforementioned
disadvantages of batteries.
The ultracapacitors in this power
station are electrochemical units. Be-
cause these capacitors contain large-
surface-area electrodes with very small
interelectrode gaps, they have large
volumetric capacitances. Capacitors
can have cycle lives that are extremely
long, relative to those of batteries; in-
deed, it may never become necessary
to replace capacitors. The longevity of
capacitors increases reliability, reduces
life-of-system costs, and reduces ad-
verse environmental effects. The
longevity of capacitors is especially de-
sirable for photovoltaic power systems,
which are kept in service continuously
for many years.
The power densities of capacitors ex-
ceed those of batteries. Therefore, high
power can be drawn as needed and then
capacitors can be recharged very
quickly in preparation for the next high
power demand. Capacitors have excel-
lent low-temperature characteristics,
continue to function without need for
maintenance, and perform consistently
over time. In addition, capacitors are
conducive to safety in that it is easy to
discharge them and they can be left
completely discharged.
Photovoltaic Power Station With Ultracapacitors for Storage
Ultracapacitors offer advantages over batteries in this application.
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This Photovoltaic Power Station utilizes ultracapacitors (instead of batteries) as energy-storage
devices.
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The present power station includes
two 5- by 2-ft (1.5- by 0.6-m) all-weather
photovoltaic panels, each rated at a
power of 120 W. The photovoltaic pan-
els are connected in parallel to provide
up to 240 W at a potential of 16.9 V. The
photovoltaic panels are mounted on a
solar tracker for tracking the path of the
Sun to maintain efficiency (at up to 50
percent more than the attainable effi-
ciency of panels mounted in a fixed ori-
entation). The tracker is a thermally ac-
tuated device: it exploits solar heating
and consequent differential thermal ex-
pansion to change the orientation of
the panels.
The outputs of the photovoltaic pan-
els are sent to the bank of ultracapaci-
tors for energy storage. Capacitors are
excellent for this application in that a
complex voltage regulator is not
needed, as it would be if batteries were
used. The ultracapacitors can tolerate
voltage variations up to their maxi-
mum voltage rating. The ultracapaci-
tors feed a 300-W, 60-Hz sine-wave in-
verter for powering various ac loads. A
sine-wave inverter was chosen to mini-
mize the generation of noise and to
supply clean power to the load.
Additional photovoltaic panels and
ultracapacitors can easily be added to
satisfy an increased power demand.
The photovoltaic panels and ultraca-
pacitors in this power station have a
minimum expected life of 25 years.
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